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(OPENING MUSIC)

SCHMIGGLY

The most famous storyteller in Schmigglyville is about to
share another one of his magical stories. He greets the

radio listeners with a twinkle in his voice.

(very upbeat) Hey! Hi there kids! I'm so glad you're 
here today!  So you want to hear a story about our 
adventures here at the mansion?  Terrific! 

Mr WORDSHAPER
A jovial old man who runs the science lab in the mansion

interrupts the conversation. 

Schmiggly 'ol boy! I didn't know you'd be here in the 
radio room. Hey who are you talking to?

SCHMIGGLY

Well hi there Mr. Wordshaper.  It's my friends, my 
friends from Huntley. 

MR. WORDSHAPER

Friends? from Huntley? Where? Where are they? I can't 
see 'em. Are they really, really tiny? 

SCHMIGGLY

(Laughing) They're not here, Mr. Wordshaper.  They're 
on the radio.

MR. WORDSHAPER

Gosh they really are tiny to fit into that old radio. 
(higher pitched voice as if he's talking to someone 
really small) Hello little buddies and little girlies.
It's Mr. Wordshaper saying "hellooo"!

SCHMIGGLY

(laughing) How's your newest invention coming along Mr
Wordshaper?  I heard some strange noises coming out of
the lab yesterday.

Mr WORDSHAPER

Oh, Schmiggly, my boy, it's a doozy. I'm on my way to 
work on it now. It's going to be NEAT!



Mrs. STORYBAKER
A sweet grandma voice joins the conversation.

Did I hear someone say EAT?  I can whip up a batch of 
brownies if you all are hungry.

SCHMIGGLY

(laughing) Hi Mrs. Storybaker. (chuckling) No, we 
didn't say EAT, we said NEAT, but now that you mention
it, I'd love some of your famous brownies. 

Mr WORDSHAPER
Your Ooogy Gooey Fresh and Chewy brownies? Of course 
I'd love some.  

Mrs StoryBaker

Yummy! I'll go get started on those brownies right 
now!

SCHMIGGLY

You're the sweetest, Mrs. Storybaker

MRS STORYBAKER

Oh thank you Mr Schmiggly.  Now you'd better get to 
your storytelling adventures. I'm sure the children 
can't wait any longer.

SCHMIGGLY

That's right! Let's get to the story!

BACKGROUND MUSIC STARTS INDICATING A FLASHBACK IS
HAPPENING

SCHMIGGLY

I remember it like it was yesterday.

BACKGROUND MUSIC GETS LOUDER



SCHMIGGLY

The doorbell rang.

DOORBELL

Dinga-dinga dong-dong dinga-dinga-ding dinga-dinga-
dong-dong-dong.ding.ding.ding. (giggles).

SCHMIGGLY

(to the kids) That was my buddy, Doorbell.  He's very 
ticklish. 

DOORBELL

More giggles from doorbell

SCHMIGGLY

I was all of the way on the other side of the mansion.
So I whistled for Wheely to help get me to the front 
door.

WHISTLES FOR THE CAR

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

SOUND OF A CAR DOOR OPENING

To the front door please.

CAR DOOR SHUTS THEN SOUND OF A SEAT BELT FOLLOWED BY A
CARTOON VROOM

SCHMIGGLY

Wheely is my little blue car I drive inside the 
mansion. This home is so big and it seems to grow 
bigger every day. Wheely helps me get from room to 
room.

WHEELY

Beep. Beep.

SCHMIGGLY

Ah we're here.  Thanks Wheely.



SOUND OF THE HEAVY WOODEN FRONT DOOR OPENING

I opened the front door to see my neighbour boy Giggly
standing next to his Nana.

NANA
Giggly's grandma is a very sweet old lady with a bit

of an English accent.

Hello Mr Schmiggly Bon Mc Schmoggin-Boggin

SCHMIGGLY

Hello Nana.  Please, call me Schmiggly.

GIGGLY
A young sweet boy with an infectious laugh

Hello Mr Bockin-Schomockin (giggles)

SCHMIGGLY

(laughing) Why hello Giggly. You always know how to 
make me laugh.  

NANA

Mr. Schmiggly, sir, I hate to bother you, but I have 
some very important errands to run, and well, I don't 
want Giggly to get bored. I was wondering if he could 
spend some time with...

GIGGLY

Can I, can I, can I?

SCHMIGGLY

Why, certainly. I'd love to have Giggly over. I'm sure
Mr Wordshaper and Mrs Storybaker would love to see 
Giggly again too.

GIGGLY

Can we read a story from the Golden Library today?  



SCHMIGGLY

The Golden Library? Hmm. I think we can take a ride 
across the mansion to visit the library. Miss Penny 
said they were adding some new books this morning.  

GIGGLY

Yay! I like seeing Miss Penny. She's a nice library 
lady. 

NANA

Oh, thank you, ever so much, Mr. Schmiggly. I'll be 
back in a bit.

SCHMIGGLY

Come on in Giggly. 

GIGGLY

Bye NANA.

NANA

Bye lil Giggly.  See you soon.

SCHMIGGLY

See you later, NANA.

DOOR SHUTS 

GIGGLY

Mr. Schmeka-leckin?

SCHMIGGLY

You know you can call me Schmiggly, if it's easier.

GIGGLY

Why? I know how to say your name, Mr. Schmoogy-Loogy 
(giggles).  

SCHMIGGLY

Well, I guess my name does sound more fun every time 
you say it(giggles)

GIGGLY

So guess what?



SCHMIGGLY

What?

GIGGLY

I found a lost doggie yesterday.

SCHMIGGLY

You did Giggly? Tell me all about it.

GIGGLY

I was in my backyard blowing bubbles and a little 
black doggie came running at me.

SCHMIGGLY

Were you scared?

GIGGLY

(giggling) No, he was just a little guy.  He kept 
jumping up trying to catch my bubbles. He made me 
laugh.

SCHMIGGLY

(laughing) oh, that is funny.

GIGGLY

He was so cute. I asked NANA and GRANDPOP-POP if I 
could keep him, but NANA said he was somebody else's 
doggie and we needed to get him back home.

SCHMIGGLY

Did he get home all right?

GIGGLY

Yeah. A dad came by later looking for him.  He was 
really happy that we found his doggie.  He said I took
really good care of him.

SCHMIGGLY

You did a good thing, Giggly.  I bet that puppy was a 
little scared being far from home.



GIGGLY

Yeah.  Nana said I'm good with puppies.  Someday, I 
would like to have a puppy of my very own. Someday.

TWINKLY BELLS START TO RING 

SCHMIGGLY

Say, Giggly.  Do you still want to check out the 
Golden Library?

GIGGLY

Oh boy! Yeah!

SCHMIGGLY

Great! I've got the perfect story for you.  I'll ask 
Wheely to get us to the Golden Library. Oh Wheely?

WHEELY CAN BE HEARD REVVING UP HIS ENGINE

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

SCHMIGGLY

Don't forget.

GIGGLY

Seat belt safety!

SOUND OF TWO CLICKING SEATBELTS

SCHMIGGLY

Wheely, to the Golden Library please.

SOUNDS OF CARTOON CAR VROOMING ACROSS THE MANSION then
COMING TO A STOP & MUSIC PLAYS

SCHMIGGLY

Here we are.

SOUND OF HEAVENLY ANGELS SINGING "AAAAHHHH"



GIGGLY

(in awe) The Golden Library.

SOUND OF A HEAVY DOOR OPENING AND THE ANGELS SONG IS
LOUDER

Miss PENNY

The perfect kindergarten-teacher voice, gentle, sweet
and caring.  

Good morning Mr Schmiggly.

SCHMIGGLY

(shyly) Hello Miss Penny.

Miss PENNY

I see you have a visitor.

GIGGLY

Hi Ms Penny! It's Giggly! (laughs)

Miss PENNY

Well hello little Giggly. So very nice to see you 
again.

SCHMIGGLY

Miss Penny.  Did the story Little Tiny Puppy Goes to 
the Circus arrive yet?

Miss PENNY

Oh yes! That was one if the books we added last week.

SCHMIGGLY

Do you mind if we borrow it?

MS PENNY

Oh no not at all. This book hasn't even been read yet.
Oh Giggly, you're in for a special treat.  



BACKGROUND MUSIC STOPS ABRUPTLY AND STATIC on the
RADIO could be heard as WE'RE BROUGHT BACK TO THE

PRESENT

SCHMIGGLY

Woops, are my Huntley friends still there? My radio 
sometimes causes funny noises.  Now where were we? Oh 
yes, I just told you that Ms. Penny said Giggly was in
for a special treat.

Mrs. Storybaker

Did someone say treat?  I have brownies! (singing the 
word brownies)

SCHMIGGLY

Thanks so much Mrs. Storybaker.  

Mrs Storybaker

Hey, Mr. Schmiggly, do the children know what's so 
special about the books in the golden library? 

SCHMIGGLY

Oh probably not. Good point Mrs Storybaker! (to the 
kids) you see, the books in the Golden Library are not
like other books.  When the story is read to someone 
new for the first time, something magical always seems
to happen.

Mrs Storybaker

Did you get to that part yet?

SCHMIGGLY

Not yet. We're just at the point that Giggly and I are
going to find the book in the Golden Library.

Mrs Storybaker

Oh goodie!

SCHMIGGLY

Do you want to stay and listen too?

Mrs Storybaker

You bet!  Now this is a treat ...a treat for my ears! 
(laughing)



THE GOLDEN LIBRARY MUSIC STARTS AGAIN

SCHMIGGLY

Ok kids, let me get back to the story.  Miss Penny was
about to tell us where she put the book.

Miss PENNY

I put the book way...up...there, about 3, 4, 500 feet 
straight up.

ELEVATOR SOUNDS AS MS PENNY EXPLAINS WHICH SHELF

GIGGLY

Whoa. That's high

MS PENNY

High in the sky.

GIGGLY

(giggles) high in the sky (giggles) That rhymes!

Miss PENNY

(laughs) That was a good rhyme, wasn’t it. It's funny,
but it's true.  Schmiggly has so many books in his 
library; we keep building it up taller and taller to 
fit all of his stories. 

GIGGLY

How are we going to get the book down?

SCHMIGGLY

Oh, the book's not coming down to us Giggly.

GIGGLY

What? Why not?

SCHMIGGLY

We're going up to the book. Miss Penny, may we borrow 
your trampoline?

MS PENNY

Why certainly.  It's right behind the counter.



SEVERAL BOINGS ARE HEARD AND LAUGHTER AS SCHMIGGLY AND
GIGGLY BOUNCE TO THE TOP SHELF IN THE LIBRARY

SCHMIGGLY

We need to bounce a little higher.

GIGGLY

WEEE!!

SCHMIGGLY

Almost there.  

GIGGLY

GOT IT! 

MUSIC - HEAVENLY ANGELS

SEVERAL BOINGS ARE HEARD AND LAUGHTER AS SCHMIGGLY AND
GIGGLY'S BOUNCES GET CLOSER TO THE GROUND.

Miss PENNY

Welcome back boys.

GIGGLY

That was so much fun! Thanks Ms Penny!

SCHMIGGLY

Yes, as always, thanks Miss Penny. You are the best 
librarian ever!

GIGGLY

Can we read the story now Mr. Schmiligigan?

SCHMIGGLY

Let's sit on the story couch.  It was just cleaned. It
should be nice and fluffy. 

GIGGLY

This is the cosiest couch ever. It feels like we're 
sitting on a cloud.



SCHMIGGLY

We are on top of a cloud, Giggly.  It's the best place
for story telling.  Just hope we don't float away 
again. (laughing)

Gentle breezes can be heard in the background.

SCHMIGGLY

Okay, get cozy, here we go.  "The Little Tiny Puppy 
Goes to the Circus" written by Schmiggly Bon 
McSchmoggin-Boggin

GIGGLY

Hey - that's your name Mr Schmuckles.

SCHMIGGLY

(laughing) You mean Schmiggly, right Giggly?

GIGGLY

(giggles a lot).

SCHMIGGLY

(laughing) okay, silly giggly, let's get started. Turn the 
page, please.

Schmiggly:

There was a Tiny Puppy who thought that he was tall.

He always loved the circus since he was very small.

Schmiggly in a Little Tiny Puppy voice:

One day I’m going to join it and maybe then I’ll see

How all of the people will come to just see me.

I will jump upon the big blocks like the elephants,

And stand up on my hind legs wearing silly pants.



I will juggle bouncing balls above my head so high.

Like the seals with their noses, I will toss them to the sky.

I will walk on along a tight rope across the Big Top

And amaze the crowd below. The cheers will never stop.

I will scare the lion tamer with my mighty roar

And all of the people will jump and shout for more.

I will ride up on a silly bike with only just one wheel

And honk my horn surprising the lion and the seal.

I will see a ring of fire. I will run and jump right through.

The crowd will really love me, for all the things I do.

Schmiggly:

The Little Tiny Puppy knew just what he had to do.

He had to join the circus to make his dream come true.

BOOK MARK BANDIT MUSIC NOTES BEGIN TO PLAY, THEN ABRUPTLY STOPS

GIGGLY

What was that Mr. Schmoggle?

BOOK MARK BANDIT MUSIC NOTES BEGIN TO PLAY, THEN ABRUPTLY STOPS again

SCHMIGGLY

I'm afraid it's...

BOOK MARK BANDIT MUSIC CONTINUES WHERE IT LEFT OFF



THE BOOKMARK BANDIT

HE CAN'T STAND IT

GOT TO BE THE ONLY ONE

RUINING THE STORY'S FUN

THE BOOKMARK BANDIT

THE BOOKMARK BANDIT

SCHMIGGLY

The Bookmark Bandit sits in-between the pages of a book.  He 
doesn't want anyone to finish the story.  

BOOKMARK BANDIT

A NASAL SOUNDING NEGATIVE VOICE WITH A BIT OF A WHINE.

This isn't going to work.  

SCHMIGGLY

(disappointingly) Oh hi Bookmark Bandit.  What's not going to 
work?

BOOKMARK BANDIT

How everyone thinks this little tiny puppy is going to join the 
big old circus and everybody's going to love him.  It will never
work.

GIGGLY

Why not? It's his dream to be in the circus and the people will 
love him for all of the circus tricks he can do.

BOOKMARK BANDIT

That's crazy.  Think about it.  He's a little tiny puppy, in a 
big top circus.  Little puppy. Big circus. Little. Big. Little. 
Big.  They're total opposites. It will never work!

SCHMIGGLY

You've got to give the story a chance Bookmark Bandit.  You 
never know what could happen.



BOOKMARK BANDIT

Oh I know what's going to happen, and it's not going to be good.
Mark my words!  Something bad is going to happen.

GIGGLY

I hope not, Mr. Schmuckly, is Bookmark Bandit right?

SCHMIGGLY

The only way to see is to reach the end of the story.

BOOK MARK BANDIT MUSIC NOTES BEGIN TO PLAY AGAIN

BOOKMARK BANDIT

Oh I'm stopping right here.  You should too.  It's not going to 
work. Mark my words!

SCHMIGGLY

You stay here Bookmark Bandit.  Giggly and I are going to finish
the story and see what happens. Go ahead Giggly, you can turn 
the page.

GIGGLY

BYE BOOKMARK BANDIT.

BOOK MARK BANDIT MUSIC CONTINUES

THE BOOKMARK BANDIT

HE CAN'T STAND IT

GOT TO BE THE ONLY ONE

ALWAYS STOPPING ALL THE FUN

THE BOOKMARK BANDIT

THE BOOKMARK BANDIT

GIGGLY

I hope he's wrong.  I hope the people will love the Little Tiny 
Puppy at the Circus.



SCHMIGGLY

Let's keep reading and find out what really happens.

The Little Tiny Puppy knew just what he had to do.

He had to join the circus to make his dream come true.

He put on his silly pants and stood up on a box.

But he was way too tiny to be seen behind the blocks.

He tried to juggle bouncing balls way up in the air.

But then they all fell down on him and no one even cared.

He tried to walk across the rope that reached up to the skies.

But the people couldn't see a tiny puppy up way up high.

He tried to cry a mighty roar.  The lion tamer stared

And then the man laughed and said "Puppy, I’m not scared!

So sad and all alone, the Tiny Puppy sighed.

He walked out the door and said “Well, at least I tried”

GIGGLY

Oh No! It sounds like Bookmark Bandit was right.

SCHMIGGLY

Wait. There's more pages in the story.



Schmiggly:

Just then, a little blonde girl saw him passing by

Schmiggly reading the book in a little Girl's voice:

“See that tiny puppy. He’s so cute. Look at his eyes.”

“What’s the matter puppy?” She said as she sat down.

"Why does this tiny puppy have such a big big frown?”

Schmiggly in a Little Tiny Puppy:

Little Tiny Puppy thought, "Was she speaking to me?"

He picked his little head up high and was surprised to see - 

A crowd of people gathering all smiling ear to ear

Looking down at him to say the words he loved to hear.

Schmiggly in a Crowds voice:

"Isn't he the cutest puppy that you have ever seen

With his spotted fur so fluffy, and his eyes so very green?”

Schmiggly / in a puppy voice

The Little Tiny Puppy thought, “I'm not brave, or tall or 
strong.

Yet the people say they love me, something must be wrong.”

SCHMIGGLY

Then the puppy got the courage to speak out loud and said...



Schmiggly in a Little Tiny Puppy Voice:

“I’m not a scary like a lion, or funny like clown.

I’m just a Tiny Puppy with the biggest, saddest frown.”

Schmiggly in a little Girl voice:

The little girl giggled. "Puppy it’s NOT what you DO….

Oh Little Tiny Puppy, we love you for being YOU!” 

SCHMIGGLY

(triumphantly) The End.

GIGGLY

That was a GREAT story! I love that little tiny puppy! 

SCHMIGGLY

So what do you think? Do you think the Book Mark Bandit was 
right? Was that the Little Tiny Puppy was too little for that 
big circus?

GIGGLY

He was very little, but it's okay. He still found people that 
liked him.  

SCHMIGGLY

He didn't have to be big to be noticed by the little girl, 
right?

GIGGLY

Right! She said she loved little tiny puppy.  I love him too. I 
loved him so much, I wish I could play with him today. I would 
have so much fun with little tiny puppy at a circus.

JUST THEN A LOUD CRASHING NOISE INTERRUPTED THEIR CONVERSATION. 
AN ELEPHANT COULD BE HEARD IN THE DISTANCE.

SCHMIGGLY

Oh here we go. Something's happening all right.



GIGGLY

What is it? What's happening?

A TELEPHONE RING CAN BE HEARD,

THEN A VOICE ON THE INTERCOM CHIMES IN

FRONT DESK

In a voice similar to the voice in the Pee-Wee Herman movie

Mr Schmiggly bon McSchmoggin-Boggin.  You have a phone call.  Mr
Schmiggly phone call at the Front Desk.

 SCHMIGGLY

I'll take it here on the story couch.  Thank you Front Desk.

SCHMIGGLY

Hello Mr. Mayor.  Yes, Mr. Mayor. I agree Mr. Mayor. Sounds good
Mr Mayor.  Good-bye Mr Mayor.

GIGGLY

So who was that?

SCHMIGGLY

Oh that? That was the Mayor.  He heard the noise and was 
checking to see if everything was all right.

AN ELEPHANT NOISE CAN BE HEARD LOUDER IN THE DISTANCE

GIGGLY

I think I just heard ...an elephant!

SCHMIGGLY

Front Desk?

FRONT DESK

Yes, Mr. Schmiggly?

SCHMIGGLY

We're hearing some strange noises in the mansion.  Do we have 
any new visitors in the last 5 minutes?



FRONT DESK

Yes sir.  We have quite a few new guests roaming the halls 
around room 401.

SCHMIGGLY

I thought we only had 400 rooms. Wow, thank you Front Desk.  
This is it, Giggly. Let's go check it out.

Oh Wheely?

CARTOON CAR NOISES OF A CAR PULLING UP

SCHMIGGLY

To room 401, and please hurry.

GIGGLY

Seat belt Safety!

CARTOON CAR NOISES VROOMING AROUND THE MANSION. SOUNDS OF AN
ELEPHANT GROW LOUDER, CIRCUS MUSIC IS HEARD GETTING STRONGER

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

SCHMIGGLY

The sound is getting louder.

GIGGLY

Look over there! I think it really IS an elephant.  He just ran 
into room 401!

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

SCHMIGGLY

We made it! 

Now Giggly, before we open this door, I wanted to remind you 
that sometimes, hmm, well...



GIGGLY

Something bad happens?

SCHMIGGLY

Well, sometimes we don't know what's going to happen.  If it's 
going to be good or not good, we never know.  So, we have to be 
very, very careful.  Stay right behind me when I open the door, 
okay Giggly?

GIGGLY

Okay, Mr. Moggin-Sloggin.

SCHMIGGLY

Okay, on a count of 3.  1...2...3

THE SOUND OF A DOOR KNOB TURNING AND A WHOOSH OF CIRCUS SOUNDS 
COME FLYING OUT.  MUSIC, CROWDS, ELEPHANTS, LIONS.

SCHMIGGLY

Oh my goodness, Giggly!

GIGGLY

It looks like a circus!

SCHMIGGLY

Can you believe it? A circus right here in the mansion?

GIGGLY

Not just any old circus, it's the same circus from the 
book...only smaller!!

SCHMIGGLY

You're right Giggly!  There's the lion tamer, but he's tiny.

GIGGLY

And there's the elephants we heard from the library.

SCHMIGGLY

But look at the elephants.  They're so small.

GIGGLY

I'm bigger than the elephants! (laughing)



SCHMIGGLY

Look over here, Giggly.

GIGGLY

It's the very same blocks from the story.  I think I see 
something behind the blocks.

SCHMIGGLY

Be careful Giggly.

GIGGLY

It is! It is!

TINY LITTLE BARKING NOISES CAN BE HEARD ABOVE THE CIRCUS MUSIC

GIGGLY

This looks just like Little Tiny Puppy. I can't believe it!

SCHMIGGLY

You can't?

GIGGLY

He IS so cute.  Oh come here, little puppy.

TINY LITTLE BARKING NOISES and GIGGLY GIGGLING

GIGGLY

I was just wondering what it would be like if I could go to the 
circus with little tiny puppy.

SCHMIGGLY

Oh yeah?  Well, now you have a chance to imagine what it would 
be like if you were in the story.

GIGGLY

Yeah! C'mon little puppy.  Hey, look at us! We look like clowns 
with silly pants.  Look at me and my red nose!

SCHMIGGLY

You guys look awesome!



GIGGLY

Look, we're juggling balls in the air and hitting them with our 
noses and their not falling down this time. Woo Hoo!

SCHMIGGLY

Look! The puppy is on the bike with just one wheel! Fantastic!

Ohh, be careful!

GIGGLY

Look Mr. Smiggon Diggon, me and Little Tiny Puppy are way up 
high on the tight rope.  We can do it! We can walk across all by
ourselves! Can you see us?

SCHMIGGLY

You betcha! You're doing it Giggly! Good job! Good thing this is
a tiny circus. I can see both of you and you're doing great!

GIGGLY

Uh oh.  What's the little puppy doing now?

SCHMIGGLY

He's by the lion tamer with a lion costume on.

GIGGLY

C'mon little guy.  You can do it. You can roar just like a Lion.

SOUNDS OF A DRUM ROLL AND ONLY TINY LITTLE BARKING NOISES CAN BE HEARD

GIGGLY

Awe. (disappointed) I was hoping my story would be different.  I
was hoping in my story the Little Tiny Puppy could really roar 
like a lion.

SUDDENLY, THE INTERCOM CHIMES IN AND MR WORDSHAPER'S VOICE CAN BE HEARD
over the circus music.



MR WORDSHAPER

Don't worry 'lil Giggly boy.  I'm on my way with an invention 
that will help your little tiny puppy.

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

MR WORDSHAPER

Whoa-baby!  What a ride.  Mr Wordshaper's a little dizzy after a
speedy ‘ol trip with Wheely.

SCHMIGGLY

Hey Mr. Wordshaper, you made it just in time.  Giggly's right 
over there with Little Tiny Puppy. He's just about to roar 
again.

MR WORDSHAPER

Terrific! Here ya go Giggly boy, put this new dog collar on the 
puppy. It will help him roar. It's only got a little bit of 
battery left. I hope it will work.

GIGGLY

What? Okay, let's give it a try little puppy.

THE PUPPY BARKS, AND BARKS AGAIN TURNS INTO A REAL LIONS ROAR

GIGGLY

You did it! You roared like a real lion little guy!

MR WORDSHAPER

Yea! I didn't think it would really work, but it did. Well what 
do ya know.  I still got it!

SCHMIGGLY

(confused) Mr. Wordshaper, you invented a collar that makes a 
dog roar like a lion?

MR WORDSHAPER

Well sure I did.  Every little puppy wants to bark loud.  What's
louder than a lion?

GIGGLY



(giggling) How did you know?

SCHMIGGLY

Mr. Wordshaper knows everything, I guess it just seems like he 
knows nothing.

GIGGLY

Good job little tiny puppy. 

LITTLE TINY PUPPY'S BACK TO HIS TINY LITTLE HAPPY BARKS 

GIGGLY GIGGLES AS LITTLE TINY PUPPY BARKS AND LICKS HIS FACE

GIGGLY

(laughing) Little Tiny Puppy looks really happy now. He just 
gave me lots of puppy kisses and ran back to the circus.

MR WORDSHAPER

I'm glad I could help out Giggly boy!

FRONT DESK

(muffled) Excuse me, Mr Schmiggly? Mr Schmiggly, you have a 
message at the Front Desk.

SCHMIGGLY

Giggly, can you come out into the hall and shut the circus door 
for a minute? I think there's a phone call, maybe from Nana.

THE CIRCUS NOISES FADE AWAY AND DISAPPEAR WITH THE CLOSING OF A 
DOOR

FRONT DESK

Mr Schmiggly? Mr Schmiggly, you have a message at the Front 
Desk.

SCHMIGGLY

Yes Front Desk?  

GIGGLY

It is Nana? I can't wait to tell her about the circus and the 
puppy.

FRONT DESK



Mr. Schmiggly, Nana said she is on her way back. She'll be here 
any minute.

SCHMIGGLY

We should get going to the front door, Giggly.

GIGGLY

Wait! I want to say good-bye to the little puppy and the circus.

SOUND OF THE DOOR OPENING AGAIN, THIS TIME NOTHING BUT SILIENCE

GIGGLY

What? They're all gone? Where's the circus? (saddest voice)And 
where did little tiny puppy go?

SCHMIGGLY

Awe, I'm sorry Giggly.  This is what I was talking about. 
Sometimes the magical adventures are good and last a long time, 
sometimes they are a short time.  We can never tell.  

MR WORDSHAPER

I'm sorry little buddy boy.

GIGGLY

Well, at least I got to go to my very own circus with my very 
own puppy, even if it was for a short time.

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

SCHMIGGLY

You're right Wheely.  We should get to the front door in case 
Nana is waiting for us.

CAR NOISES VROOMING ACROSS THE MANSION

SCHMIGGLY

Wait, Wheely - this isn't the way to the front door.  Where are 
you going?

GIGGLY

I smell cookies.

SCHMIGGLY



Ah, now I know. We must be making a quick stop at Mrs. 
Storybaker's kitchen.

WHEELY

BEEP.BEEP.

MRS STORYBAKER

Oh, I was hoping you'd stop by. Hello, Mr. Schmiggly and my 
little Giggly.  I've got something for you.

GIGGLY

For me?

MRS STORYBAKER

Yes, it's a goody bag for you to take home with you. Go ahead 
look inside.

GIGGLY

There's cookies that look like little tiny puppy! Thanks! 

MRS STORYBAKER

Oh, there's more.  Keep looking.

GIGGLY

And doggy treats. Thanks Mrs Storybaker, but I don't have a 
puppy of my own.  The circus is all gone, and so is Little Tiny 
Puppy.

MRS STORYBAKER

Oh, I'm so sorry.  I thought that...

MISS PENNY

(interrupting) Oh there you are Giggly! I'm glad I found you. 

GIGGLY

Hi Miss Penny.



MISS PENNY

I ran over from the Golden library. A new delivery just arrived.
I thought you would want it for your goody bag. Here...

GIGGLY

What little book is this? It looks like ME and Little Tiny Puppy
on the cover! 

SCHMIGGLY

Wow!  May I see Giggly? 

GIGGLY

Look Mr. Baka-Lakin.

SCHMIGGLY

Well looky here.  "Little Tiny Puppy at the Little Tiny Circus 
written by Giggly."  Giggly! You're an author! 

GIGGLY

What? By ME? How? This is so cool!

SCHMIGGLY

Take a look at the pages inside.

GIGGLY

Hey there's me and the Little Puppy in our silly pants, and on 
the rope, and juggling.  And the last page has little tiny puppy
roaring like a lion! This IS my story! Wow! Thanks Miss Penny. 
Thanks so much!

MISS PENNY

I thought you might like it.  I'm so glad I saw you before you 
had to leave.

DOORBELL

Dinga dinga dong dong dinga dinga ding. Dinga dinga dong dong 
ding ding ding ding -(belly laughing)!

SCHMIGGLY

That's doorbell's laugh. I'm sure that means Nana is back.



GIGGLY

Thank you so much everybody!

MISS PENNY

You're welcome Giggly. 

Mrs STORYBAKER

Come back again soon.

SCHMIGGLY

Let's go Giggly. We don't want to keep Nana waiting. 

MR WORDSHAPER

I've got Wheely.  Jump in Schmiggly old boy, and lil Giggly hop 
in back.  Hang on - this is going to be a fun ride.

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

SCHMIGGLY

To the front door, please.  

GIGGLY

Bye Miss Penny and Mrs Storybaker. Thanks again.  

CAR NOISES VROOMING THROUGH THE HOUSE.

WHEELY

BEEP. BEEP.

DOORBELL

Dinga dinga dong dong dinga dinga ding. Dinga dinga dong dong 
ding ding ding ding -(belly laughing)! Oh please answer the 
door. I can't take it anymore (belly laughing harder)

SCHMIGGLY

We're here doorbell.

THE SOUND OF THE HEAVY WOODEN FRONT DOOR OPENS.

NANA



Well hello again Mr Schmiggly. And hello Mr. Wordshaper. I hope 
I wasn't gone for too long. 

GIGGLY

Nana! Nana! I had the best time today.  I was in a circus on a 
tight rope and made friends with a little tiny puppy.

NANA

A circus in the house? Oh My Giggly! My little grandson 
certainly has a really big imagination. 

GIGGLY

No really Nana. We were at the circus right here in the mansion!
We were! We were! I have my very own book to show you too.  
About me and the cutest little puppy!

NANA

Puppy you say? Well that reminds me.  I have a surprise for 
you...

TINY PUPPY BARKS CAN BE HEARD MUFFLED BY NANA'S SHOPPING BAG

MR WORDSHAPER

Mrs. Nana, Ma-am. I think your shopping bag is barking!

MORE TINY PUPPY BARKS CAN BE HEARD FROM NANA'S BAG

NANA

It certainly sounds that way. Let me reach inside and see.

MORE TINY PUPPY BARKS CAN BE HEARD GETTING LOUDER

GIGGLY

Oh my gosh NANA! Is that a puppy? For me? Really? 

NANA

Oh yes! I was just finishing up my errands when the Mayor 
stopped me.  He asked me if I wouldn't mind giving this little 
pup a happy home.  And well, when the mayor asks you a favor, 
well...he's the mayor! You have to do what he says! (laughs)

BARKING NOISES GETTING LOUDER



SCHMIGGLY

The Mayor huh? Isn't that an interesting story.

NANA

Here, Giggly, you hold him. He seems like he really wants to say
hello to you.  (laughing) Look! He likes you already.

GIGGLY

Hi, little tiny puppy. Is that really you?

BARKING NOISES GETTING LOUDER and LOUDER, UNTIL A LIONS' ROAR COULD BE
HEARD!

GIGGLY

It is you! I knew it! I knew it! 

NANA

Oh my! I can't believe such a big noise came from such a little 
face. (laughs)

GIGGLY

Oh I can believe it! (giggles)

SCHMIGGLY

Me too little Giggly! Me too.

GIGGLY

Thanks for the best day ever Mr Schmi.. Mr. Schmigg, Mr...!

SCHMIGGLY

It's okay if you can't say my name yet, it takes practice.

GIGGLY

(lots of giggles)

MR WORDSHAPER

Hey Giggly boy! Maybe I should make you a doggie collar like 
little tiny puppy. Instead of a lion’s roar, your collar will 
help you say Mr. Schmickle bon McGloggin-Floggin's name.  Oh no!
Now I can't say his name. (laughs out loud) BAAAA-HAAA

GIGGLY



It's not Mr Schmiggle bon McGloggin-Floggin, Mr Wordshaper. His 
name is (slowly)Mr Schmiggly bon McSchmoggin-Boggin! (giggles)

SCHMIGGLY

Oh you did it, Giggly! You said my name!(laughing)

GIGGLY

I always know your name, Mr Schmiggly. I was just trying to make
you laugh. (giggles)

SCHMIGGLY

Oh you got me good, Giggly. You got me good.(laughing)

                     MR WORDSHAPER

Biggly ol' boy. Oh no, I mean Schma-Diggly 'ol boy. Oh geez,  I 
think I need that collar. I forgot how to say your name.

SCHMIGGLY

Mr Wordshaper? Are you all right? 

                     MR WORDSHAPER

GOTTCHA SCHMIGGLY 'OL BOY! (laughs with a hearty laugh) 

Everybody joins in laughing.

RADIO STATIC NOISES AS MUSIC FADES AWAY.

SCHMIGGLY

And that, my friends in Huntley, is the story of what happened 
when Giggly came over to read the little tiny puppy goes to the 
circus.

MRS STORYBAKER

There's still brownies left! (in a sing-song voice)

SCHMIGGLY

Oh boy. After a long story like that, I think I will have just 
one more.

MRS STORYBAKER



That was one of my favourite tiny puppy stories. Are you going 
to tell your friends more stories about LITTLE TINY PUPPY? That 
little pup gets into so many adventures.

SCHMIGGLY

Not today, but maybe next time we can tell them about the little
tiny puppy and his next big dream. Hey kids, would you guys like
to hear more?

KIDS

(RANDOM CHEERS / YEAH'S)

SCHMIGGLY

Great! I've got lots of stories for you guys!

MR Wordshaper

Hey Schmiggly ol boy, are your radio friends still here?

SCHMIGGLY

Hi Mr Wordshaper. Well, yes, they're still on the radio.

MR WORDSHAPER

Oh no! Don't worry my boy, I'll get those tiny little boys and 
girlies out of the radio in no time.  I just invented a super 
duper giant-shaper-maker.  It turns tiny little things into 
GIANT things.  (to the kids) I’ve come to save you little 
girlies and little buddies! Everybody...stand back!

LASER GUN NOISES CAN BE HEARD IN THE BACKGROUND.

MRS WORDSHAPER

Oh my! (nervously) Let me get out of the way.

SCHMIGGLY

Umm. I better get going before Mr Wordshaper starts using his 
Super Duper Giant Shaper-Maker to turn all of us into giants! Oh
What a story that would be!

LASER NOISES CAN BE HEARD AND ITEMS SMASHING AROUND THE HOUSE

SCHMIGGLY

See you guys next time!



ENDING MUSIC STARTS

LASER NOISES CAN BE HEARD AND ITEMS SMASHING AROUND THE HOUSE

MR WORDSHAPER (over the music)

(laser noises) NO WORRIES LITTLE ONES!  I'LL GET YOU OUT OF THAT
RADIO!  I'm coming to save you!

SCHMIGGLY 

(over the music & laser noises) MR WORDSHAPER! WAIT!

MR WORDSHAPER

(laser noises) OH BOY! THAT WASN'T SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN.

MRS WORDSHAPER 

(over the music)Oh MY brownies! MY brownies! They're Ginormous! 
(singing the word Ginormous)

ENDING MUSIC STARTS

SCHMIGGLY McSCHMOGGIN-BOGGIN

SCHMIGGLY McSCHMOGGIN-BOGGIN

SCHMIGGLY McSCHMOGGIN-BOGGIN

PLEASE READ US A STORY

WITH RHYMES AND ADVENTURES

AND BOOKS FROM THE LIBRARY

THERE’S LAUGHTER AND SUNSHINE

THERE’S SO MUCH MORE TO SEE!

SCHMIGGLY McSCHMOGGIN-BOGGIN

SCHMIGGLY McSCHMOGGIN-BOGGIN

SCHMIGGLY McSCHMOGGIN-BOGGIN

PLEASE READ US A STORY

____________

SCHMIGGLY

Hi again kids.  It's Mr Schmiggly bon McSchmoggin Boggin. I hope
you liked today's story. I wanted all of you to know that I've 
got a special surprise for you! I sent a package to the Huntley 



radio station for each of you.  Just have your parents call the 
station and ask if your package came yet.  You'll have to give 
them your name and your age so they can check. I hope you like 
what's in it. Maybe later, you can write me back and tell me 
what YOU would do if you brought YOUR puppy to the circus, or 
your cat, or your fish. (laughing) Wouldn't that be great! I'd 
get tons of circus stories to read! WooHoo. I love to read 
stories just as much as I love to tell them. So don't forget, 
call the radio station and see if a package has arrived for 
you...from me...Mr Schmiggly bon McSchmoggin-Boggin.

See you guys next time!

ANNOUNCER

 Schmiggly's Stories is fun for kids and their families.  Please 
call the Huntley Community Radio to see if there is a package for
your child from Mr Schmiggly bon McSchmoggin-Boggin himself. Then
feel free to drop by, say hi, and pick up your child's surprise 
package.  Listening to stories will help your child develop their
imagination and increase their comprehension skills.  Ask your 
child to retell the story and use their own words. This develops 
confidence and who knows, maybe a future author in the 
making...just like Schmiggly.

For more information on Schmiggly's Stories please visit our 
website at www.Schmiggly.com. 


